Prominent sources claim that "Big Data", a catchall term for digital and other new forms of data and new approaches to data collection and analysis, will fuel a revolution in the social sciences.
Numerous observers herald the availability of new data and new methods to analyze data as a transformative moment for the social sciences (Lazer et al. 2009; Moran et al. 2014) , with the potential to enable advances "just as the invention of the telescope revolutionized the study of the heavens" (Watts 2012:266) . Prominent reports hold that the internet's effects on global information connectivity is the third major technological revolution of the modern era, an innovation comparable to steam engines and electricity (Entwisle and Elias 2013) . Digital information creation proceeds at a staggering rate, with data volumes doubling every two years (Gantz and Reinsel 2011) . Digitization of older, non-digital sourcese.g., historical archives, art museums, and librariesis rapidly expanding under the "digital humanities" movement (Schreibman, Siemens, and Unsworth 2008) . Additionally, advances in statistics and computer processing are fueling data mining, machine learning, computational modeling, and other new methods for data analysis, opening new fields and changing existing ones (Witten and Frank 2005) . Researchers, particularly those interested in understanding human societies, now have unprecedented access to a wealth of novel source material and approaches.
Taken together, the research community has come to refer to the totality of new forms of data and new approaches to its collection and analysis as "Big Data." Big Data includes both quantitative and textual data (Bail 2014; Lazer et al. 2009 ) as well as new methods for analyzing them (e.g., Blei, Ng, and Jordan 2003; Blei and Lafferty 2006; Witten and Frank 2005) . The dominant framework defines Big Data as "three Vs"high Volume, Velocity, and Variety of data production and analysis (Laney 2001 )and argues that data is "Big" simply "because there's too much of it (volume), because it's moving too fast (velocity), or because it's not structured in a usable way (variety)" (Gobble 2013) . This tripartite framework is well supported or more general methods like web scraping, the automatic collection of digital information from online pages and social media. However, automated approaches require advanced programming skills and may themselves raise questions of veracity. The manual approach uses trained assistants to find and code supplemental information. However, hand collecting and coding can be slow and costly. Instead, we focus on a third alternative that blends the automated and manual approaches: using micro-task marketplaces such as Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk), which is less technically demanding than algorithmic and web scraping approaches but nimbler and less costly than using trained coders. While some sociologists are using MTurk for research, we believe using MTurk for data augmentation provides a largely unrecognized opportunity to expedite the widespread acceptance of Big Data in sociology and overcome barriers to its application (Flores 2016; Gaddis 2016) .
We organize the remainder of this article as follows. First, we contextualize sociologists' use of Big Data and concerns that have been expressed about its value and veracity. Next, we outline academic use of MTurk, drawing on a content analysis of a random sample of papers that have used the method. After this, we present three case studies from our own research that use MTurk to augment existing Big Data projects in diverse sociological subfields (sociology of science, religion, and mental health). Within each case, we embed experiments that extend existing research on MTurk by testing its internal validity (veracity) and potential range of applications (value), and we consider how aspects of each case's task structure (length, design, etc. ) affected data quality. : We consider what these cases tell us about two questions: 1) When is using MTurk to augment Big Data effective and efficient (and when is it not)? 2) How should researchers who augment Big Data with MTurk report procedures to other researchers to ensure high-quality, cost-effective, ethical, and replicable data in line with social science standards? In this context, we offer standardized decision-making and reporting protocols that will enable future researchers to answer such questions. We conclude by reflecting on the value of microtask marketplaces for sociological Big Data studies that can benefit from using MTurk and other crowdsourcing platforms.
Big Data in Sociology
How are sociologists using Big Data? In December 2015, we searched Thompson-Reuters' Web of Science database for articles with the phrase "Big Data" (with quotes, not casesensitive) appearing in the title, abstract, or keywords. Since 2004, when the term gained its contemporary meaning, its use has grown exponentially. Figure 1 shows the number of Big Data articles in the Web of Science by year from 2004-2014, 2 split by major disciplinary areas (i.e., Web of Science's research area categories). Big Data is a major topic in computer science and has gained substantial traction in other computationally intensive fields such as engineering. By contrast, its use in the social sciences is small, with, for example, only 54 publications categorized as sociology over the entire time period (0.84% of all publications listing Big Data). 3 Even those optimistic about Big Data's promise critique its veracity and value, such as the lack of standardized reporting in Big Data research (K. Lewis 2015) , challenging its poor measurement (Diesner 2015) , decontextualization (Bail 2014) , and tendency toward "Big Data hubris" (Lazer et al. 2014 ) that ignores threats to validity (Adams and Brückner 2015; Park and Macy 2015) . Generalizability is another large concern (Weinberg, Freese, and McElhattan 2014; Boyd and Crawford 2012; Clifford, Jewell, and Waggoner 2015) . Recent methodological advances in Big Data help to address some concerns (e.g., improved veracity through supervised machine learning [Bail 2014] ), but others remain intractable. Disciplinary divisions in computational skills (McFarland, Lewis, and Goldberg 2015) and epistemology pose additional challenges (Wagner-Pacifici, Mohr, and Breiger 2015) , as do differences between industry and academic research (Boyd and Crawford 2012) . The sum of these divisions is considered by some to be a case of "domain knowledge neglect," where social science expertise regarding causal modeling, generalizability, and measurement error are overlooked (Panger 2015) . Of course, some of the domain knowledge neglect owes to sociologists' lack of engagement with Big Data.
Social scientists have reason to be skeptical of Big Data. In some cases reinvestigations have found flaws in prominent Big Data articles. For instance, authors of the Google Flu algorithm claimed monitoring flu-related search terms could better predict flu outbreaks than traditional disease surveillance (Ginsberg et al. 2009 ), but subsequent research identified its use of unrelated search terms as degrading the quality of its flu predictions over time (Lazer et al. 2014) . In another example, researchers experimented with website user's exposure to information from friends and found user sentiment was influenced by disclosed friend sentiments, purporting evidence of emotional contagion (Kramer, Guillory, and Hancock 2014) . Subsequent researchers, however, challenged the veracity of this study's measures, specifically whether a term counting approach to sentiment analysis can accurately distinguish a positive from a negative post (Panger 2015) . Such high profile examples undoubtedly give social scientists pause about using and positively evaluating Big Data.
How can mainstream sociologists be convinced of the validity of Big Data studies? Our thesis is that Big Data studies must address the twin issues of veracity and value by carefully validating measures and incorporating additional contextual data. We suggest that data augmentation can thus expand the capacity of social scientists to utilize Big Data. For example, while a newer version of Google Flu still produces higher error in estimating flu prevalence than traditional surveillance techniques, combining the two significantly reduces mean absolute error (Lazer et al 2014) . A number of studies have likewise augmented existing data by including racial and ethnic classifications into studies of congressional bill co-sponsorship (Craig et al. 2015) , racial homophily in friendship networks (Wimmer and Lewis 2010) , or wedding parties and photos (Berry 2006) . In the next section, we review a promising research platform that we argue allows researchers to undertake Big Data augmentation at scale without the required programming skills or funds needed for data augmentation through automated or manual approaches.
MTurk as a Research Platform
MTurk is a crowdsourcing marketplace where requesters can assign or workers can perform tasks for monetary compensation. MTurk parlance refers to such tasks as Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs). Similar sites such as MicroWorkers and CloudFactory serve more specialized clienteles, but MTurk is the oldest and largest such site, with more than 500,000 registered workers (Kuek et al. 2015) . MTurk was designed with data augmentation in mind and combines the advantages of automated and manual approaches. Amazon's MTurk FAQ states its purpose succinctly:
Amazon Mechanical Turk is a marketplace for work that requires human intelligence. The Mechanical Turk service gives businesses access to a diverse, on-demand, scalable workforce and gives Workers a selection of thousands of tasks to complete whenever it's convenient.
Amazon Mechanical Turk is based on the idea that there are still many things that human beings can do much more effectively than computers, such as identifying objects in a photo or video, performing data de-duplication, transcribing audio recordings, or researching data details. Traditionally, tasks like this have been accomplished by hiring a large temporary workforce (which is time consuming, expensive, and difficult to scale) or have gone undone. 4
Anyone eligible to work in the U.S. or India can sign up as a worker on MTurk, although task completion requires reliable internet access. U.S.-based MTurk workers are typically younger, more educated, wealthier, more technologically savvy, and less racially diverse than average Americans (Berinsky, Huber, and Lenz 2012a; Krupnikov and Levine 2014; Paolacci and Chandler 2014) . As such, a key concern with MTurk is that samples drawn from it are less representative than online panel systems or major national surveys (Berinsky, Huber, and Lenz 2012a) , but they do tend to exceed other internet or in-person convenience samples such as samples of university students (Buhrmester, Kwang, and Gosling 2011a) .
However, when considering MTurk as a Big Data augmentation platform, as we propose, rather than a population to survey and sample, work quality is a more important concern than worker representativeness. MTurk workers tend to be practiced and pass screening tests at high rates (Berinsky, Huber, and Lenz 2012a) with high reliability both between workers within tasks (Behrend et al. 2011 ) and between tasks for the same worker (A. R. Lewis et al. 2015) . However, MTurk workers may read questions or prompts quickly because compensation is not based on time but task completion, which presents challenges for fielding complex, judgment based tasks (Goodman, Cryder, and Cheema 2013; Krupnikov and Levine 2014) . Workers are highly capable of finding factual information online and frequently communicate about HITs. Though problematic for surveys and experiments (Goodman, Cryder, and Cheema 2013) , such interworker communication can be an advantage when using MTurk for data augmentation.
Recruiting workers for data augmentation tasks through MTurk has two major limitations. First, workers lack the specialized area knowledge a trained coder might. Second, workers often cannot access restricted information, making paywalls, registration, large file downloads, and specialized software important barriers to consider (e.g. workers cannot download most academic journal articles). These limitations mean that successful crowdsourced tasks share the following characteristics: a) they are discrete and clearly defined with limited or no judgment asked of workers, b) they do not depend on random or representative sampling of workers, and c) they require no specialized knowledge or restricted-access data. More generally, tasks that can be broken into concise and unambiguous chunks using non-confidential information produce data augmentation results of the highest quality. We review these elements in greater detail below to assist investigators in deciding whether and how to use MTurk. Using case studies, we show that MTurk's limitations are often surmountable, but that doing so adds complexity and cost to the effort, and may affect work quality.
MTurk in the Academy
MTurk is popular with academic researchers; a recent Pew Research Center report (Hitlin 2016) found that academic researchers posted the plurality (36%) of all HIT groups during one week in late 2015. 5 Academics have hailed MTurk's low costs and rapid results, and even expressed cautious optimism regarding the generalizability of surveys fielded on MTurk (Horton, Rand, and Zeckhauser 2011; Weinberg, Freese, and McElhattan 2014) . Its feasibility for Big Data augmentation, however, remains unexplored.
To better understand current academic use of MTurk, we coded a random with-replacement sample of 100 articles from the Thompson Reuters Web of Science core collection matching the topic search "mechanical turk" and published between 2011 and May 2016. 6 We removed eight articles that did not analyze MTurk data, one poster, and three papers that could not be located, yielding a final sample size of 88 articles (80 unique; statistics below are weighted for replacement sampling). In the online supplement, we provide metadata about these articles. Our 5 Businesses were the second largest group of requesters (31%), but because of larger HIT groups and repeated posting of similar groups, the majority of individual HIT postings were requested by businesses (Hitlin 2016) . 6 The search, performed May 23, 2016, returned 767 total records. focus in this content analysis is to determine how social scientists are using MTurk, and how they are reporting on its use.
Work in psychology and related fields (psychiatry, social psychology, and cognitive science) comprised well over half (61%) of the papers we examined. Business and organizational fields (10%) are also notable users, followed by computer science and engineering (9%), and (nonmental) health fields (6%). The remaining 13% of the sample contained articles from many disciplines, including law, linguistics, anthropology, political science, and sociology. The number of articles grew steadily from MTurk's founding in 2011 through 2015, the last full year in our data. In general, these articles have been well received by the broader research community. Web of Science's citation counts indicate that these papers were cited on average 8 times (median 3) by one year post-publication, while those in print for at least two years were cited 16 times on average (median 8). These levels compare favorably to general article citation counts across many fields; for instance, research from the two years prior to MTurk's genesis finds that the average two year citation count for all fields is 2, while papers in psychology and economics are cited an average of 2 and 1 times, respectively, over two years. 7
In Table 1 , we report the proportion of articles using MTurk for different worker tasks and research purposes, which we coded from our content analysis. Because of psychology's disproportionate use of MTurk, we disaggregate results by whether the article was in a psychological field. Taking surveys is the most common task workers in these papers completed (64%), followed by coding impressions or preferences about provided data (28%). In our sample, non-psychological studies used MTurk 21% of the time to code factual data, but psychological studies exclusively used MTurk to collect data about workers. Sampled studies in psychological and non-psychological fields used MTurk for experiments (50%) and pilot studies (34%), but the psychological studies we examined used MTurk for non-experimental surveys (47%) much more frequently than the non-psychological studies (9%). Among the experimental studies in our sample, most used survey experiments such as vignette manipulations, but we also saw interactive experiments such as simulated economic games used in over 10% of the sample.
Survey experiments that randomized item selection (14%) and order (7%) are not common in our sample, nor are panel designs (2%), which are difficult to implement in MTurk. A majority of the studies we examined (60%) recruited subjects through MTurk but collected data using one or more external survey tools such as Qualtrics or SurveyMonkey. These tools allow researchers to split studies into multiple pages (including consent or debriefing forms) and include more options than the native MTurk interface, though they often require additional cost.
Academic researchers are using MTurk for data augmentation, with over half (59%) of the studies we examined combining multiple HITs, variants, and/or outside information to test veracity and maximize value. Among these, the modal approach was a series of concise surveys or experiments, including both in-person convenience samples and MTurk samples. Of the studies involving data verification or augmentation, 62% included both outside data and multiple distinct HIT groups, while 19% each used only one or the other.
Although researchers use MTurk for data augmentation, we found important gaps in reporting standards that may impair the value and replicability of MTurk as a data augmentation tool. Nearly every article we examined (92%) described data collection procedures like HIT content in detail, and most (80%) included at least basic summaries of worker demography and representativeness. However, between 30% and 60% of the articles we examined failed to report required worker qualifications, criteria for rejecting the work (as poor quality), or multivariate or cross-validated results of analyses. Only 16% of articles met what we define as basic reporting standards in five key areas for peer evaluation, ethical review, and replicability. We define articles as meeting reporting standards if they provided a) a detailed description of the HITs and process, b) information on worker qualifications, acceptance criteria and pay, and c) descriptive statistics, multivariate analysis, or formal validity checks. We review these standards in greater details below after presenting our case studies, and we offer a reporting protocol in the supplemental appendix that researchers can use to adhere to them. The results of our content analysis highlight that academic researchers are using MTurk, but that its use remains concentrated in psychological fields and for experimental studies. In contrast to this typical use, we advocate that researchers should expand the use of MTurk for enhancing Big Data studies by addressing concerns about veracity and value. We found that researchers are beginning to do this, but they are not offering enough detail on the process for it to be formally evaluated. In the remainder of this article, we make the case for when researchers should use
MTurk as a data augmentation platform, and we offer clear, evidence-based guidelines for best practices for augmenting data with MTurk and reporting on doing so.
Case Studies
In this section, we present three case studies that apply MTurk to augment existing Big Data projects in diverse sociological subfields. Our goal is to develop intuition for when Big Data augmentation through MTurk can benefit a range of sociological studies and to provide guidelines for how researchers can best move forward with such projects. The first case study we examine verifies the accuracy of algorithmic classification of the academic affiliation (institution, department and field) of dissertation committee members scraped from digital files.
The second uses workers to link book product pages at an online retailer to associated metadata at OpenLibrary.org, a clearinghouse for information on published books. The third tests untrained workers' ability to replace trained coders, asking them to answer a series of questions about the availability and presentation of mental health information on the websites of selected universities.
We designed all HITs based on past recommendations ( and July 2016. We review the studies below, providing an overview of its goals, followed by a description of the methods, instrument and results. 9 We provide full versions of instruments and deidentified results from each case at the GitHub repository associated with this paper.
(https://github.com/ndporter/asamturk).
Study 1: Academic Affiliation -Overview and Methods
Our first case is part of a larger project that seeks to understand the role of dissertation committees in knowledge production, specifically, how frequently dissertations contain committee members from interdisciplinary fields and whether having such members associates with dissertation novelty at 38 large doctoral degree granting universities (Verdery 2015) . The original version of this project used an algorithm to code the discipline of faculty members based on their membership and role in different doctoral committees. For instance, if a faculty member chaired committees in one discipline and was a member of committees in another discipline, the algorithm assigned them to the discipline in which they appeared as chair. Most cases were less clear cut than this, however, which required more complex decision trees reviewed in greater depth in that paper. Such algorithmic assignment indicated that a surprisingly large amount 9 Substantive results are only presented insofar as they pertain to understanding MTurk.
(56%) of dissertations have interdisciplinary committee members, and most of those interdisciplinary members hail from intellectually distant fields (e.g., a philosopher sitting on a dissertation committee in the physics department).
The credence given to these prevalence statistics, however, hinges on the accuracy of the faculty members' algorithmically identified discipline. One way to check the accuracy of the results is to compare the disciplines assigned by the algorithm to disciplines that would be assigned by trained coders, who would need to research the faculty member in question and determine their discipline according to a set of clearly defined rules. However, based on early testing, hand coding a sample of 2,000 of the 66,901 faculty (3%) identified with disciplines would have demanded over 230 hours of work by a trained coder.
Rather than using a trained coder, we tested the validity of this algorithmic assignment using the data augmentation capabilities of MTurk. To do this, we created three sequential tasks that MTurk workers could complete. In the first task, we asked workers to find the departmental webpage of a random sample of faculty members (drawn from the original paper) using a customized search link that limited results to the official website of their academic institution (e.g., to find a committee member at Duke University, we would ask workers to search www.duke.edu by directly embedding the link in the HIT request; see appendix for details). In the second, we asked workers to verify the link from task 1 and indicate whether each faculty member was listed in any of the 10 largest disciplines in the machine coded field. Finally, in the third task, we asked workers to evaluate whether any discipline on the faculty member's page is associated with the field that was algorithmically assigned (see appendix for full description).
We adapted all tasks from MTurk templates using the HTML programming language, and collected them from separate but potentially overlapping pools of workers within the MTurk interface. Approximately 40 hours were invested by a graduate research assistant in MTurk data collection, the first MTurk project this student worked on. In all, we checked 2043 machine classifications of faculty member disciplines, at a total MTurk cost of $590 including the 10% fee collected by Amazon and the cost of fielding pilot HITs.
Study 1: Academic Affiliation -Results and Discussion
Were MTurk workers, operating without substantial oversight or prior training, able to validate the results assigned by algorithm? This case speaks to MTurks' ability to add veracity to Big Data, because we used it to confirm the machine coding of a dataset too large to code entirely by hand. We also use it to begin to establish high and low estimates for the rate of coding error. Table 2 summarizes the combined results for Case 1. Workers in the initial HIT successfully located between 82% and 84% of professors on their institutional websites, the great majority (88%) of which fell into the preferred page types we requested (faculty homepage, faculty list from an administrative unit, or curriculum vitae). Subsequent workers flagged only 3% of URLs that prior workers submitted as referring to the incorrect person or institution. Of cases with unflagged URLs , 72% matched both the algorithmically assigned department and field, which is a high rate of success considering that our HIT design introduced imprecision by presenting only a subset of disciplines to match within each field (see instrument in supplemental files). Impressively, workers identified 94% of faculty members as matching either the field or department we provided, which suggests that the original automatic coding of these Big Data succeeded at a high rate, even allowing for the possibility of substantial worker error. Mean hourly worker pay in this case ranged from $7 to $16 for the nine batches collected, and it was notably higher for workers completing more than one HIT 10 . Such results demonstrate MTurk's cost-effectiveness, even when providing workers a living wage, though other studies have suggested paying workers much lower rates (Buhrmester, Kwang, and Gosling 2011b) . While conducting this case study, we learned some important lessons. Early versions of the HITs combined all stages (page location, disciplinary classification, and field classification) into a single HIT, but we found that workers required more time to complete tasks and were more likely to misunderstand directions or provide incorrect responses when given complex tasks. As the project developed, we found that dividing tasks allowed us to minimize worker time (and thus costs) compared to the early pilot versions, and also enabled us to build in cross-verification tests where subsequent workers verified both the faculty web pages and affiliations provided by earlier workers.
Study 2: Linking to OpenLibrary -Overview and Methods
Our second case highlights how data augmentation with MTurk can enhance the value of Big Data. Here, we asked workers to connect data from multiple sources, and we tested how HIT design may affect worker burden and data quality through a randomized experiment. This case builds on a separate project that used web scraping and publicly available data to create a network of 1841 books on religion and spirituality, their co-purchase frequency, and the associations between co-purchasing patterns and Christian denominations, operationalized on the basis of the retailer's metadata about the topic of each book. Unfortunately, the necessary metadata was often incomplete, missing, or of questionable quality. To supplement missing information, we checked as many books in the original sample as possible using Openlibrary.org.
We matched 1055 (58%) of the original sample's books using ISBNs, a unique code that identifies most books. For the remaining books that we could not match, we used MTurk's data augmentation capacities by asking workers to search the OpenLibrary pages for the books. As an experiment to determine the best ways to design HITs, we randomly assigned each worker into one of three variations of the task, each of which provided the book's title and author and a link to OpenLibrary. The first variant included full instructions with design features to enhance clarity (e.g. highlighting key text); the second used more brief instructions but retained design features; while the third included full instructions with minimal formatting. 
Study 2: Linking to OpenLibrary -Results and Discussion
In general, workers were successful at the task overall, yielding 283 potential matches for the 786 targeted books (37%). Every 20 th HIT returned was checked for accuracy by one investigator during data collection. 12 Reported matches were checked by following the URL and verifying that it indeed matched the title and author provided to workers. If no match was reported, the investigator performed a search to verify there was no matching item in the OpenLibrary system. Additionally, HITs with comments were flagged for follow-up and any URL's submitted that were not OpenLibrary book or works pages 13 were immediately rejected.
Purported matches had type I (false match) error rate <1% and type II (missing match) error rate of 5-10%.
Average worker time was 298 seconds for those (33) who completed only one task, but reduced to 126 seconds for those who completed more than one task (50), with a total cost including fees of $235. We interpret these results as showing that MTurk workers can perform search tasks where matching results exist for most cases, and that that they can judge quickly and accurately whether information is available.
The experiment embedded in this case also provides insight into how HIT design affects work cost and quality. Workers presented with detailed instructions and design features appeared to spend less time to complete the HIT (mean 171 seconds, S.D. 145) than those provided concise (230, S.D. 317) or minimally formatted (245, S.D. 233) instructions. 14 Though there is a general concern that paying workers per task may lead them to rush and skim longer instructions, yielding lower quality work, we did not find that this compromised accuracy. Instead, the accuracy of HITs performed by workers in all three groups was high and statistically
indistinguishable. We speculate that more complete instructions may lead to faster completion times with comparable accuracy when augmenting Big Data with MTurk, because they reduce cognitive demands on workers, because workers waste less time on incorrect or irrelevant work, and because workers may be better at skimming for key details than parsing overly concise directions.
Study 3: Mental Health Websites -Overview and Methods
Our third case study focuses on the feasibility of using MTurk to replace trained coders for complex data collection tasks, freeing up time and resources for graduate and undergraduate research assistants to pursue more substantive endeavors. To investigate this possibility, we compare the performance of trained coders against MTurk workers in a study of the effects of higher education institutional resources on student mental health. One of the most comprehensive datasets to date on undergraduate mental health is the Healthy Minds Study (HMS), which currently includes eight years of cross-sectional data on over 100,000 students at over 120 colleges and universities Lipson et al. 2015 issues, campus-specific information, information for individuals other than students, and diagnosis) and paid $1.50 for the task. In HITs 2A and 2B, we gave workers a set of 33 items that fit under a single category (services and treatment), including 30 yes/no and three openended questions, and paid $1.75 for the task. Finally, we varied the HITs between versions A and B, with the sole difference between versions being the addition of a paragraph in the B variants that told workers we would check accuracy and that users with too many inaccurate answers would not receive payment.
Study 3: Mental Health Websites -Results and Discussion
To evaluate worker accuracy, we compare results from the trained coders, which we take as a gold standard, to results from the MTurk workers. Three trained researchers first coded each of the 48 binary items for each of the three websites. All three researchers agreed on 131 of the 144 total items across the three websites, and the remaining 13 items were checked again by the Ph.D. researcher for accuracy. In contrast, MTurk workers correctly answered binary items at a rate of 63% for HIT 1A, 70% for HIT 1B, 78% for HIT 2A, and 82% for HIT 2B. Given the binary response choices, these rates are generally low. They do not improve when we use a consensus rule to aggregate responses from multiple workers on the same question. Assuming
that the majority answer for an individual item was correct would have resulted in errors for 31% of the items (those in which the correct answer was given less than 50% of the time). The accuracy difference between HIT 1A and HIT 1B is significant using an unpaired t-test (p<0.05), while the difference between HIT 2A and HIT 2B is not significant under the same test. The difference between pooled results from HITs 1 and HITs 2 is also statistically significant (p<0.001). Moreover, the pooled results show that the A variants were more likely to have individuals with a low accuracy rate (those in which the correct answer was given less than 60% of the time) than HITs B at a rate of 22% to 8% respectively (p<0.05).
In evaluating the results of this case study, we discovered a surprising additional finding that pertains to best practices in the use of MTurk for data augmentation. Researchers might be tempted to use the time it takes workers to complete the task as a check on data quality. That is, they may choose to discard work completed in the shortest amount of time (left-tail outliers), the longest amount of time (right-tail outliers), or both (left-and right-tail outliers). However, we believe that doing so may be a mistake. Those who complete the task in the shortest amount of time may be very good at the task, while those who take the longest may have stepped away from the computer for a time without sacrificing work quality or increasing cost (workers are paid by task). In our entire sample, the correlation between individual accuracy rate and total time is 0.34. If we remove work completed in the bottom decile of completion times, the correlation between individual accuracy rate and total time falls (to 0.29). If we remove work completed in the top decile, it increases (to 0.48). Removing both changes the correlation only marginally (to 0.44). On this basis, we conclude that completion time is not a strong indicator of work quality.
Overall, the results from this case study indicate that not all tasks are ideal for outsourcing to MTurk workers. We focused on simple yes/no questions and received an accuracy rate of 63% in one HIT iteration, only marginally better than random chance. However, we can draw other important conclusions about using MTurk for data augmentation from this case. The use of a simple phrase that alerts workers to the possibility of payment loss from sloppy work seems to improve accuracy rates, as does the careful ordering of work into logical groups.
Finally, researchers should be careful when evaluating the accuracy of work, as high error rates
were maintained under consensus coding and showed little relationship to completion time. In the discussion below, we elaborate on the possible beneficial uses of MTurk in cases such as this one that appear to be too difficult for workers to reliably complete.
Discussion: Strengths, Limitations, and Best Practices
The use of crowdsourcing for survey and quasi-experimental research is increasingly accepted. A series of studies that compare the results of parallel surveys and experiments using MTurk and traditional methods have evaluated this type of use with MTurk samples (Berinsky, Huber, and Lenz 2012a; Clifford, Jewell, and Waggoner 2015; Weinberg, Freese, and McElhattan 2014) . Our content analysis of published social science papers that use MTurk indicated that such evaluations have generated a set of informal norms around design and reporting for survey-style MTurk studies.
We argued that MTurk holds unique potential to add veracity and value to Big Data, and our content analysis suggests that researchers are beginning to use the platform for this purpose.
However, in contrast to the emergence of norms for survey and experimental research with MTurk, we found little evidence of standards for the design and reporting of data augmentation uses of the platform. This paper addresses that gap in the literature by presenting a series of three case studies designed to simultaneously address specific Big Data augmentation challenges and improve the research community's understanding of best practices for using MTurk for Big Data augmentation.
In this section, we consider the implications of both the content analysis and our three case studies in the context of past recommendations about MTurk. Our aim is to provide evidence-based guidance targeted to two types of researchers: (1) those exploring whether crowdsourced data augmentation is viable for their project, and (2) those seeking to improve the veracity and value of their data augmentation efforts using MTurk. Finally, we hope that reviewers and editors will find the second section valuable to evaluate data quality and reporting adequacy in MTurk studies, and we offer a specific reporting template in the appendix in service of this purpose.
Discussion: When to Crowdsource for Data Augmentation
Our three case studies test whether and when MTurk is practical for adding value and veracity to Big Data projects. We found that MTurk works best in instances like our first case study, where target data are clearly defined and standardized, but it is too time-consuming, challenging, or costly to automate information recovery or for researchers or trained coders to manually recover and evaluate this information. In such tasks, MTurk workers can find and code information quickly and efficiently. The results of our second study suggest that researchers must consider the importance of the specific output data and likely return on investment before fielding HITs. While the MTurk results were accurate overall, most books had no clear match and thus only a minority of HITs added value to the original data in this case. Our third case study offered a more cautionary tale, wherein the non-specialized skills of MTurk workers and task completion incentives led to poor accuracy, even using consensus-based coding with closed response sets. Asking each question as a separate task might improve overall accuracy (as did grouping similar questions), but doing so duplicates effort and increases costs. While MTurk may not satisfy the complex needs of studies such as the HMS-IWS, it can still save time and cost when used for smaller, more straightforward portions of the data collection process. For example, the time required for trained coders might be substantially reduced by asking workers to find and report the URLs where the answers to questions can be found, without relying on workers to code the data themselves.
To the extent that each of the following is true, we argue that using MTurk to augment Big Data should be considered more or less beneficial for potential cost and time savings:
1. Data can be found and/or coded by web-savvy persons without special training or knowledge but collection cannot readily be automated. 2. Analytic needs for data are factual and do not include population estimates, longitudinal data, or comparisons with under-represented groups (minorities, individuals outside the US/India, older Americans, etc.). 3. Factual tasks can be split into smaller chunks without substantial duplication of effort. 4. Rapid results and the ability to test alternative instruments are advantageous.
Discussion: Best Practices for Academic Requesters
Given the broad range of goals, methods, and tools used by academic requesters, this section provides evidence-based guidance for maximizing the veracity and value of Big Data augmentation using MTurk. It assumes a researcher's goal is to collect publicly available factual information or objective coding, but it is also broadly applicable to surveys and experiments, with differences noted in text or notes. Once the decision has been made to use MTurk, a typical workflow includes three phases: design, collection, and analysis.
The design phase is the most critical to veracity and value, as it sets the conditions for success in subsequent phases. Standard survey design practices concerning question and response wording, question order, respondent burden, etc. are important for all HITs, as is formative pilot testing. Clear visual design and precise, jargon-free instructions increase worker efficiency and lower the post-collection burden on requesters to manually check data quality.
Based on the experiment in study 2, we recommend providing comprehensive instructions and examples, but highlighting (through size, color, placement, etc.) the most important instructions for task success, as well as the means by which work will be evaluated (i.e., as we did in study 3). If using external tools, it is also vital to pretest HITs and ensure that validation codes to verify completion of an external task operate correctly. 15 Clear design faces the additional challenge of user customization and personalization into search or evaluation tasks. Major internet search engines often customize results based on user location and past search history. Requesters seeking to collect data that are comparable across cases should minimize variability by embedding custom search links in the directions, using nonpersonalized search engines such as www.DuckDuckGo.com, as we did in case study 1, 16 and specifying how many results to use (e.g. the first 20); (K. Lewis 2015 also makes this point explicitly for other Big Data purposes). Search links can contain elements from the input that vary between cases, embed Boolean logic, and restrict results to specific domains. Researchers should keep in mind that MTurk is not primarily designed for use on mobile devices, and that, even on full-size screens, resolution and browsers or add-ons (such as ad-blockers or content filters) can change site appearance.
Studies 1 and 3 demonstrated two additional principles specific to data augmentation and other factual HITs: a) iterative data collection, and b) "smart chunking," or the careful ordering of tasks in discrete logical groups. Iterative data collection preferences rapid and efficient collection of a limited range of data over single-shot data collections designed to answer numerous questions that have been or might be asked. With MTurk, a sizable labor force is available 24 hours a day, and researchers can easily integrate output from previous tasks into subsequent input. Outside of tasks requiring extensive setup or training, delaying follow-up questions to later tasks or collecting data for a sample of cases rather than every case poses little threat to data quality. The ease of redeployment and incremental expansion generally make it better to wait when unclear whether a researcher will need a specific piece of information, preparing a follow-up task if necessary.
Smart chunking follows a similar logic of efficiency and agility by splitting work into smaller tasks when possible. Compared to initial single-shot versions of study 1, splitting the design into three HITs decreased cost and improved accuracy. Likewise, for coding or finding large quantities of similar data, separating each into its own HIT provides workers the opportunity to self-select into tasks they feel comfortable with and not feel constrained to finish a longer task poorly to avoid sunk time. In both studies 1 and 2, a small proportion of the total number of workers completed the majority of HITs, spending less time per HIT with at least equal accuracy. Long tasks with dependencies (skip patterns) effectively compensate every worker adequately for the most they might be asked to do. One common application of Big Data augmentation through MTurk is asking workers to answer questions about a specific web link. If the link is invalid or an appropriate source of information cannot be located on the page, any subsequent questions are inapplicable. If finding the initial links is also a goal, devoting a single task to identifying a suitable URL and asking subsequent workers to verify that the URL meets your standards can save on excess pay while also providing cross-verification of the initial task's success.
Big Data augmentation with MTurk is often swift and hands-off once batches of HITs are posted, but some simple steps before, during, and immediately following HITs can improve data quality and requester reputation. Before activating a HIT, requesters can specify minimum worker qualifications. Restricting work to workers with evidence of past success to accept a task is costless, and researchers can access a custom application programmer interface (API) 17 through third-party software such as the MTurkR package for R (Leeper et al. 2015) to implement pre-tests, panels, or lists of pre-approved workers (Mason and Suri 2012 discuss tools for requesters more extensively). Requesters should also monitor the email address associated with the requester account during and immediately following HIT batches, as workers may contact them when they are unsure about the appropriate response, to report unclear directions or glitches, and to appeal rejections. Many circumstances, including browser malfunction, accidental user error, or common mistakes (see study 3) can result in rejection of ambiguous or good work. Many researchers instead choose to accept all complete HITs and filter data that may be of poor quality in the analysis phase.
Of the phases of MTurk implementation, scholars have paid the least attention to analysis and reporting. The variety of Big Data, their relative lack of structure, and the priority of computer science and engineering over the social sciences in Big Data analysis have contributed to inconsistent reporting of processes and results, even in published studies and public datasets. 18 While standardization and cross-verification can provide investigators evidence of data validity and reliability, academic researchers must take care to document not only their findings but the process of reaching them in such a way that they could be critiqued, replicated, and drawn on as models for expansion, improvement, and meta-analysis. If MTurk is to be used as a bridge to create trust in the veracity and value of Big Data and associated techniques, transparency is imperative as to the procedure used to collect the data, how their integrity was verified, and relevant information on workers (possibly including work time, indicators of worker confusion such as unusual response patterns, and/or demographic characteristics). While best practice in design and administration are universally applicable to MTurk research regardless of the setting (including corporate research), we suggest a series of reporting standards that are specifically meant to encourage scientific discovery, transparency, and accountability.
We provide a recommended reporting template in the appendix with both standard items that should be included in reporting all MTurk studies and items to use in reporting specifically for Big Data augmentation and other uses, depending on the nature of the study. To increase scientific discovery and replicability, whenever possible, both instruments and output data should be made available through public data repositories, such as the Dataverse network (www.dataverse.org) or other publicly accessible sites, such as Github repositories. 19 In either case, standard confidentiality practices should be observed in removing unique worker numbers and other personal identifiers before publishing data, and researchers must adhere to relevant guidelines for human subjects research when appropriate.
Worker compensation is a final issue that deserves discussion. In deciding to crowdsource, a key concern must be cost. Typical worker compensation among the few academic studies that report hourly pay on MTurk is $1-2 per hour, and prior work suggests that such rates produce reliable results (Buhrmester, Kwang, and Gosling 2011b) . These rates, however, are far below U.S. minimum wages, but they are legal because MTurk workers are considered self-employed contractors and not subject to minimum wage laws. Despite this, we argue that these payment rates are ethically questionable given the reliance of many workers on MTurk as primary or supplemental income (Hitlin 2016; L. Irani and Silberman 2014; Litman, Robinson, and Rosenzweig 2015) , and potentially damaging to the broader research community because undercompensating workers can damage future data collection efforts. A 2014 experiment (Benson, Sojourner, and Umyarov 2015) estimated that HITs from requesters with good reputations in the online review forum Turkopticon recruit workers at twice the rate of those with poor reputations 19 Researchers choosing to post their collection instruments are encouraged to use standard licensing terms such as Creative Commons (CC) or General Public License (GPL) to clarify reuse and modification rights while encouraging attribution and replicability. (Silberman 2015; L. C. Irani and Silberman 2013) . We encourage researchers who wish to estimate costs to collect a small pilot study and target average hourly compensation of at least the U.S. federal minimum wage (currently $7.25).
Conclusion
This paper offers data augmentation through micro-task marketplaces as a bridge to Big Data in the social sciences, because doing so can add veracity and value to Big Data studies, thereby quieting claims of skeptics and expanding the potential uses of these exciting new sources of information. Whereas prior work has focused on the generalizability and ethics of Big Data, the addition of value and veracity has escaped attention. At the same time, while many have used micro-task marketplaces such as MTurk for drawing samples, or for experimental studies, few researchers have used them for data augmentation. In this paper, we reviewed existing practices in academic research using MTurk and considered three empirical cases where data augmentation through micro-task marketplaces enhanced ongoing research. Based on findings from a content analysis and these case studies, including design experiments embedded within them, we provided general guidance and best practices for academic MTurk research and a standardized reporting framework. Although we emphasized the use of MTurk for Big Data augmentation, many of our findings and recommendations may be of value to researchers considering the use of crowdsourced labor, regardless of their discipline and approach. There is substantial promise in using micro-task marketplaces to free up research assistant time without the need for highly-skilled programmers, and this paper offers some first steps in that direction.
Template for Reporting Social Scientific Data Collected using Amazon Mechanical Turk*

Recommended for all studies Item Description
Batch Name or signifier of batch HITs Number of HITs (unique cases in input file) Workers per HIT Number of workers assigned to complete each HIT (e.g. provided identical input)
Date(s)
The date(s) and time period during which the batch was collected Instrument(s)+ HTML, complete description, or screen capture of instrument(s) for tasks exactly as implemented Source of input data What defines cases in the input file and where the data are originally derived from
Output variables
Descriptives or frequencies for output variables used in analysis (including missing patterns and worker demography if applicable) Qualifications List of requirements for workers to accept HITs (standard or custom) Rejection criteria Description of how decision was made to approve or reject assignments Rejection rate Proportion of submitted assignments that were rejected
Recommended whenever applicable Item Description
Additional validation check(s) Any additional procedures (other than qualifications or rejection criteria) used to verify data quality. These could include:  Consistency between multiple workers on the same HIT (inter-coder reliability)  Accurate completion of items with known correct answers included in HIT  Worker attention checks (questions with obvious correct answers to ensure workers are reading questions and following directions)  Confirmation in later sequential HITs  Consistency with another method (e.g. machine coding or trained coders) Third-party tools Name and version number (or date, if non-versioned) of any third party tools such as Qualtrics or SurveyMonkey used to administer HITs externally Design features Precise description of any contingency, experimental, or quasi-experimental design that is not clear from the instrument (often requires third-party tool) Sampling methodology Information on any sampling process, including the population being sampled, how cases were selected for inclusion, and whether the sample is with replacement Weights List of any weight or adjustment variables and their derivation Panel attrition Standard panel attrition statistics for longitudinal data collection Repeat worker rate For surveys, experiments, and other tasks collecting information about workers, what proportion of HITs were completed by workers who had already completed one or more HITs in the study?
Repeat worker consistency
For tasks collecting information about workers, what proportion of demographic responses was consistent between HITs by the same worker? * Unless identical across batches, items should be reported for each batch of data collected using MTurk + We recommend these items be included in reporting table as the URL of an online repository
